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News and Load: A Quantitative Exploration of Natural Language
Processing Applications for Forecasting Day-ahead Electricity System

Demand
Yun Bai, Member, IEEE, Simon Camal, Member, IEEE, Andrea Michiorri

Abstract—The relationship between electricity demand and
weather is well established in power systems, along with the
importance of behavioral and social aspects such as holidays
and significant events. This study explores the link between
electricity demand and more nuanced information about social
events. This is done using mature Natural Language Processing
(NLP) and demand forecasting techniques. The results indicate
that day-ahead forecasts are improved by textual features such
as word frequencies, public sentiments, topic distributions, and
word embeddings. The social events contained in these features
include global pandemics, politics, international conflicts, trans-
portation, etc. Causality effects and correlations are discussed
to propose explanations for the mechanisms behind the links
highlighted. This study is believed to bring a new perspective to
traditional electricity demand analysis. It confirms the feasibility
of improving forecasts from unstructured text, with potential
consequences for sociology and economics.

Keywords—Electricity demand forecasting; Natural language
processing; Population behavior; Social events

I. INTRODUCTION

Load demand forecasting has become integral to the elec-
tricity market decision-making process. In practice, accurate
forecasting assists operators in efficiently scheduling resources
and detecting vulnerable situations. It also works as a refer-
ence for participants to maximize their benefits and improve
demand-side management in smart grids [1]. Earlier research
has identified that meteorology (e.g., temperature) and human
activity (e.g., weekends and weekdays) have a crucial impact
on load forecasting, and models have been developed incor-
porating these external features [2]. According to the analysis
in [3] and [4], seasonal temperatures impact household load
consumption by increasing or decreasing the usage of air
conditioners, fans, and heating devices. The influence can
be found by observing the positive or negative correlations
between temperatures and load in different months. The cor-
relations assist in forecasting procedures, especially when the
autoregression effects of historical load are decreasing [5].

Recently, social and economic aspects have been recognized
to play an important role in variations in electricity demand.
vv Global events, such as pandemics, climate change, and
international conflicts, have challenged previous assumptions
and created unseen electricity market conditions. The textual
information present in public news constitutes a tangible
representation of societies. In this context, the motivation
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behind this research is to extract valuable knowledge from
these sources, to verify how to establish a link with electricity
demand, and to propose explanations. A practical application
is to improve demand forecasting to increase the ability of
power systems to withstand uncertain events.

Utilizing the information available in text has undoubted
potential for demand forecasting, although it is subject to
problems arising from the inherent characteristics of text. Text
is typically unstructured, with no predefined format or organi-
zation, and is difficult to collect, process, and analyze [6]. The
field of text-based forecasting is relatively new but has been
explored by researchers, with a visible acceleration after 2010
and a general interest in price predictions. The first attempt
can be traced in [7], where the fundamental concepts of text-
based forecasting were suggested, and tests were carried out
for forecasting movie revenue using n-grams, part-of-speech
n-grams, and the dependency relations from online movie
reviews. Since then, the text-based forecasting approach has
been tested in several scenarios, such as bankruptcy and fraud
[8], stock prices [9], demand for taxi rides [10], COVID-19
evolution [11], and tourism demand from online searches [12].

In applications, text is converted into numerical values
through Natural Language Processing (NLP) methods. The
main NLP techniques include sentiment analysis, topic model-
ing, and word embedding, etc. In sentiment analysis, polarity
portrays the sentiment tendency (positive or negative) within
the text; subjectivity quantifies the amount of personal opin-
ion conveyed in a sentence; and emotion represents human
feelings such as happiness, sadness, and disappointment [13].
Topic modeling can identify abstract expressions in text,
explain the contents using meaningful keywords, and calculate
the topic probability distribution of a given text [14]. Word
embedding aims at mapping words to vectors in the high
dimensional space. Word vectors are closer in distance when
they are similar in lexical meaning.

The following relevant works show how textual information
can be applied in energy and power systems. In [15], the
authors improved the crude oil price forecasts by adding
public sentiments and news topic distributions. The authors
in [16] developed a supervised topic model to identify related
topics in Twitter data and assist in detecting power outages.
The research in [17] established the relationship between
crowd-sourced data and electricity consumption. This research
considered the social aspects of the electricity system but did
not explore the textual information within the contents. In [18],
weather reports and tweets were used to improve electricity de-
mand prediction, and specifically the sudden demand changes
caused by COVID-19 lockdowns in France and Italy. In the



following work, the author employed the number of tweets
with the word “télétravail” (French for “remote working”) as
a feature to improve the benchmark model [19]. However,
they did not include semantic information in text. In [20], the
authors built a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) model,
converted text to word vectors, and fed them as features
into a forecasting model for Chinese electricity consumption
data. The above studies do make some progress in text-
based forecasting, but lack a discussion of the relationship
between forecasting and text, and an insight into how the text
mechanism works.

The field of NLP application for forecasting, particularly
electricity demand, is at its beginnings. This work aims to
explore the possibilities of this approach, considering the
hypotheses that i) electricity demand is influenced by social
factors visible in the news, and ii) NLP enables the quantifi-
cation of text and its practical use. The contributions of this
paper are summarized as follows:

1) We verified that information extracted from news can
improve electricity demand forecasting.

2) We developed a complete forecasting chain integrating
text and other structured data.

3) We explained the mechanisms behind the improved per-
formance from global, local, and causality perspectives.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II
presents the methodology with an overview of the NLP and
forecasting techniques. The results are presented in Section III
followed by a discussion in Section IV, and conclusions are
drawn in Section V.

II. METHODOLOGY

An overview of the workflow is described in Figure 1.
Firstly, electricity load, temperatures and calendar data, and
news text are acquired in modules I, II, and III. Then nu-
merical and textual data are pre-processed in modules IV and
V. The process of numerical data includes data normalization,
filling missing values, and data resampling. For calendar data,
the features of day-of-week and day-of-year, and indicators
of weekends and holidays are considered. For text data, the
inputs are pre-processed to obtain count features and word
frequencies with statistical methods; sentiments and topic dis-
tributions with semantic methods; and word embeddings with
representation methods. These methods and features will be
shown in Section II-A. Note that some features are redundant
for forecasting, and they are filtered out by a Granger test.
The benchmark model is built in module VI with the numeric
features of demand lags, calendars, and temperatures. Module
VII explores adding textual features to the benchmark model.
Feature combinations are considered to improve forecasting
further, and the scenario of short-term forecasting is also
tested at this stage. The final module VIII evaluates the text-
based model by comparing it with the benchmark and official
forecasts.

A. Pre-processing for the text-based model

This section describes the methods in module V in Figure 1.
Some pre-processing steps are necessary to remove irrelevant

Fig. 1. The forecasting framework of this research.

terms, aggregate contents, and increase semantic information
[21]. These steps include splitting a sentence into words,
converting all letters to lowercase, and removing stopwords
(from a list provided by the Python package Natural Language
ToolKit NLTK 3.5 [22]), words with fewer than three letters,
and all numbers which are considered as irrelevant information
and noise. Each piece of news is then transformed into word
lists. The NLP techniques for extracting textual features are
described below, summarized into statistical, semantic, and
representative methods.

1) Statistical methods: count features include 27 daily
feature series. For each text, we calculated the number of
words, sentences, unique words, non-stopping words, average
number of sentences, and average number of words for all
of the sentences used each day. In addition, we made two
categorical features corresponding to the proportion of news
in the 18 sections of the news website (e.g., Asia, Business,
UK Politics).

Word frequencies calculate the number of times that words
appear in the news as daily features. The following word
selection criteria are considered: i) stop-words or non-words
are not included; ii) only meaningful words with frequencies
above a certain threshold can be selected, otherwise the
frequency vector will be very sparse and unable to be used
for forecasting. With the volume of words around 500, the
selected words appear enough times, and the frequency vectors
are dense. In total, there are 16, 1, and 0.6 million words in the
news bodies (B), descriptions (D), and titles (T), respectively.
If the threshold for the titles is set at σT = 200, the words that
appear fewer than 200 times will be removed from T. There
will be 456 words selected, which is close to 500. Similarly,
we set the thresholds for D and B σD = 400, σB = 5000,
resulting in 329 and 550 words selected.



2) Semantic methods: sentiment analysis is performed
with the library TextBlob from the NLTK package, which is
widely used in sentiment analysis and particularly suitable for
corpora without manual labeling [23]. This method calculates a
polarity score between [-1, 1] and a subjectivity score between
[0, 1] for each word. Then the scores are calculated for each
piece of news by averaging the scores from the words. We
discretized the scores into five buckets and also computed the
maximum, minimum, average, and standard deviation for all
of the sentiment features.

Topic distribution is analyzed using Latent Dirichlet Al-
location (LDA) to obtain a probabilistic estimation that each
piece of news belongs to a specific topic [24]. The daily topic
distribution is obtained by averaging the topic probability for
all the news during one day, and the probability value under
each topic reflects how widespread the daily news is.

The number of topics κ in the LDA model should initially
be set to summarize the text content better. The difference
between metrics Topic Coherence (TC) and Average Topic
Overlap (ATO) can be used to measure whether κ is the correct
number of topics, as introduced in [25]. TC measures the
relevance and coherence of the words within one topic by
calculating the similarity of the word pairs in a specific topic
[26]. ATO can be used to evaluate the similarity and overlap
between topics under different κs [27]. The metric in [25]
suggests higher TC and lower ATO values. Thus we plotted
the TC and ATO values for κs from 1 to 100 in T, D, and B in
Figure 2. The most significant difference of TC and ATO for
κs can be seen as the gap between the two lines in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Difference between TC and ATO for κs from 1 to 100. The top
image represents T, the middle one represents D, and the bottom one B. The
vertical lines in each subplot correspond to the ideal κs: κT = 87, κD = 100,
κB = 69.

3) Representative methods: This step involves obtaining a
vectorial representation of the text through the library GloVe
described in [28]. This paper utilized Stanford’s GloVe 100d
word embeddings trained on Wikipedia 2014 and Gigaword

5 (6B tokens, 400K vocab, uncased, 100d vectors). The pre-
trained GloVe not only contains rich semantic information but
also facilitates our application on a new corpus without re-
peating the time-consuming training work. High-dimensional
textual features are extracted and expressed in this work from
the textual dataset by transforming words into 100-dimensional
vectors with GloVe. A text vector is obtained by averaging all
the word vectors in this text. The position of each element in
the text vector is an axis in the high-dimensional space. We
averaged all the text vectors during one day to obtain the daily
embedding features.

4) Granger test: The Granger test, as in module V shown
in Figure 1, is a measure to test whether a stationary time
series X contributes to the forecasting of Y [29]. It is based
on the following autoregressive model:

yt = θ0 +

T∑
i=1

θiyt−i +

T∑
i=1

ϕixt−i + ϵt

E(ϵ) = 0,

(1)

where θi and ϕi are the lag coefficients of X and Y, and T
is a chosen lag order. The null hypothesis is

H0 : ϕ1 = ϕ2 = ... = ϕT = 0, (2)

i.e. that the lagged terms of X are independent of Y. This can
be rejected when p < 0.05.

Theoretically, the Granger test is a powerful tool that
identifies whether a stationary time series can help forecast
another one. For instance, [30] analyzed the relationship and
obtained insights from electricity consumption, employment,
and actual income in Australia. In the application of text-based
forecasting, the authors utilized the Granger test to investigate
how online emotions in social media influence stock prices
[31]. The Granger test is employed in our research to explore
the relationship between textual features and load demand and
serves as a feature-filtering technique. Standing apart from
other studies, this paper generated a considerable amount of
textual features. To eliminate the noise in the features, it
is necessary to reduce the feature dimensions. One of our
research targets is to explain what information featured in
text can help forecast load demand, which is aligned with the
principle of the Granger test.

We conducted the bilateral Granger test as in [32]. Two
tests are included: X → Y , and Y → X . We aimed to find
the feature X that Granger causes demand Y but to avoid
Y Granger causes X simultaneously. Thus, the results were
retained, with p1 < 0.05 for the first test and p2 ≥ 0.05 for the
second one. Considering that the time series for the Granger
test should be stationary, we first carried out the Augmented
Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test to verify whether a time series is
stationary, referring to [33]. We differentiated those series that
did not pass the ADF test in order to make them stationary and
input them into the Granger test. The lag orders chosen are
those that minimize the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC).
The AIC was evaluated for four different lag orders applied
to daily textual features, namely: a day (lag = 1), a week
(lag = 7), a month (lag = 30), and three months (lag = 90).



TABLE I
AIC VALUES FOR THE GRANGER TEST WITH DIFFERENT LAGS

Textual features Lag1 Lag7 Lag30 Lag90
Word frequencies 13.983 13.522 13.408 13.548
Sentiment 10.518 10.030 9.900 10.026
Topic distributions 5.268 4.790 4.688 4.852
GloVe word embeddings 7.134 6.662 6.543 6.683

To simplify the presentation, we have listed the average AIC
values in Table I.

As shown in Table I, the Granger tests with 30 lags have the
lowest AIC values and selected fewer than 100 features out
of more than 2,000 textual features (See Table III). Note that
the Granger test used for the initial feature filtering is not an
actual causality test, as it involves correlations between lagged
and predicted values, and correlations do not necessarily lead
to causality. We discuss the causality of text features and load
in more detail in Section IV-C.

B. Forecasting with textual features

This section describes the day-ahead forecasting method in
modules VI and VII shown in Figure 1, which we employed
to verify whether textual-based features measured in day d-
1 can provide additional explanations for the behavior of
demand on day d+1. After an initial comparison with different
models, the ExtraTrees regression was selected due to its
performance and flexibility [34]. ExtraTrees regression is an
ensemble learning method. It creates decision trees during
training but randomly samples each tree. The features in the
trees are also randomly selected by splitting values, which
enables ExtraTrees to achieve faster speed and membership
diversity. Current applications of ExtraTrees have emerged in
the field of load forecasting [35], [36], [37].

In the dataset of this study (X1, Y1), (X2, Y2), ..., (Xn, Yn),
Xi is the input concatenated by lags Xl,i, calendars Xc,i,
temperatures Xw,i, and textual features Xt,i. Yi is the day-
ahead load demand vector: Yi = (y1,i, y2,i, ..., y48,i), since
the demands are half-hourly. The ExtraTrees model with M
decision trees is fitted, and the m-th tree has Tm nodes. The
forecasts of m can be expressed:

fm(X) =

Tm∑
t=1

cmt · I(X ∈ Rmt), (3)

where cmt is the prediction by node t, Rmt is the feature
space region of node t, and I(X ∈ Rmt) is the indicator
function that equals 1 when X belongs to the region Rmt,
and 0 otherwise. Final ensemble forecasts are the average
predictions from all of the decision trees:

f(X) =
1

M

M∑
m=1

fm(X). (4)

C. Evaluation

The regression models in modules VI and VII in Fig-
ure 1 are evaluated according to Root Mean Square Er-
ror (RMSE), Mean Absolute Error (MAE), and Symmetric

Mean Absolute Percentage Error (SMAPE), where RMSE =√
(1/H)

∑H
i=1(yi − ŷi)2, MAE = (1/H)

∑H
i=1 ∥yi − ŷi∥,

and SMAPE = (100%/H)
∑H

i=1(2∥yi − ŷi∥/∥yi + ŷi∥). H
is the forecasting horizon and H = 48 for the half-hourly data
here. yi and ŷi are truth and predicted load at time i. These
metrics are calculated for each time step of the test dataset,
but they are then averaged over a whole test period and noted
as rmse, mae, and smape.

D. Explanation of the model

Previous research has confirmed that well-selected text
features enhance forecasting, yet it is difficult to explain
this improvement deeply. Explainability is necessary to shed
light on the behavior of the trained machine learning models,
which would be completely black boxes otherwise. This
paper attempts to explore the text-improving mechanisms from
global and local correlations, and causality effects. Global ex-
plainability is analyzed using Pearson correlation coefficients.
Local explainability is analyzed using the Local Interpretable
Model-agnostic Explanation (LIME), and causality is analyzed
through Double Machine Learning (Double ML).

1) Local explainability: LIME targets a sample of the
original data and generates a new, normally distributed local
dataset using the current sample [38]. In the next step, a simple
surrogate model, such as linear regression, is used to fit the
new dataset, yielding a locally interpretable perspective on the
data under perturbation. We can interpret how features in the
current local affect the forecasting by viewing the coefficients
in the linear model.

2) Causality effects: The Pearson correlation or the LIME
model verifies the correlation between the candidate features
and demand. Nevertheless, positive or negative correlations
between variables may be the result of coincidence, and it
is known that correlation does not imply causation [39]. For
this reason, Double ML is proposed to verify the causality
between the features and the target. This is the effect of a
particular feature of interest (Treatment, T) on the predictions
(Outcomes, Y), provided that the rest of the features remain
constant (Confounders, X). The causality is produced by the
following partially linear model [40]:

Y − Ŷ = τ(T − T̂ ) + δ E(δ|X,T ) = 0, (5)

in which Ŷ = g(X) and T̂ = h(X) are forecasts of Y
and T, and g(X) and h(X) are nuisance functions that can
be replaced by numerous machine learning methods. In this
case, we set g(X) and h(X) for all ExtraTrees regressors.
The treatment effect τ can be obtained with Ordinary Least
Squares (OLS).

E. Datasets

In the field of forecasting with text, the first task is to
choose two interconnected datasets: the forecasting target and
an accompanying text corpus. In our case, we chose the load
and news datasets, considering that: i) a geographical region
is shared by the news audience and electricity consumers;
ii) there is a considerable temporal overlap; iii) the text is



solid and authoritative (regarding the news); iv) the language
is accessible to authors and readers; v) open-access data is po-
tentially comprised to facilitate replicability, and vi) electricity
demand is utilized rather than net load data, which is essential
to ensure coherent results and augment interpretability.

This work used four datasets covering five years, from
June 2016 to May 2021. The first four years are used as a
training set, and the last year is used as a test set. Aggregated
electric demands for the UK and Northern Ireland are obtained
from the ENTSO-E transparency platform [41] along with
the official day-ahead forecasts. Historical bank holidays and
daily temperatures for London were taken from commercial
websites. According to [19], we used the observed rather than
predicted temperatures for the convenience of reproducibility.

Previous studies have mainly used keywords for external
texts to filter news related to the forecasting domain [42],
[15]. However, this paper proposes to use the entire volume
of news from the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) to
explore the impact of broader social events on electricity load
forecasting. Over 80,000 news items were collected by the
repository [43] archived in [44].

III. RESULTS

A. Benchmark model

A prediction model based on ExtraTrees Regression (ETR)
was trained on the primary datasets. Grid search and five-fold
cross-validation were used to identify the optimal parameters
and avoid overfitting. The performance of the benchmark
model is summarized in Table II, in which different combina-
tions of features are tested: demand D, calendar features C and
temperature T . These are compared with the official forecasts
obtained from the ENTSO-E Transparency Platform.

TABLE II
BENCHMARK MODEL PERFORMANCE

Features rmse(MW) mae(MW) smape(%)

ENT SO − E 2800.50 2544.86 7.65
D 2983.05±5.35 2539.25±5.14 7.75±0.01
D + C 2896.49±4.81 2468.48±4.22 7.56±0.01
D + T 2938.40±2.81 2488.93±2.61 7.59±0.01
D + C + T 2800.77±4.84 2374.07±4.39 7.29±0.01

According to Table II, combining the electricity demand
lags, calendars, and temperatures produces performance close
to the official forecasts over the three deterministic metrics.
However, holidays do not provide improvements. The best
improvements are around 200MW in mae and 4% in smape.

Note that the target is not to develop forecasting models
better than ENTSO-E models, which are mature and have
long been used as a baseline in numerous studies. This paper
investigates the connections between news and load demand
and explores how the potential text information improves fore-
casting. It is also difficult to reproduce the ENTSO-E method,
which is not publicly available, with limited information. We
therefore built an alternative model with a similar performance,
by which we can compare the results with different textual

features, and which also provides the possibility to improve
the official forecasts.

We averaged the forecasting metrics of the ExtraTrees
model (D + C + T in Table II) and ENTSO-E method by
day of week over the test period, and plotted the box plots in
Figure 3. In general, Figure 3 presents the distributions across
all rmse, mae, and smape values, including the medians and
other percentiles, and the medians of the ExtraTrees model are
lower than that of ENTSO-E. Figure 3 also supports that the
ExtraTrees could be a promising alternative to the ENTSO-E
method, aimed at facilitating more streamlined and efficient
execution of the ablation studies. We refer to the ExtraTrees
as the benchmark in what follows.

B. Textual feature-enhanced model

1) Impact of textual features: We trained a new model
based on the benchmark (D + C + T ) with textual features
Ft extracted from the news Titles (T), Descriptions (D) and
Bodies (B), including Count Features (CF), Words Frequen-
cies (WF), Sentiment (SE), Topic Distributions (T D), and
GloVe Word Embeddings (GWE). The experimental results
are presented in Table III with the original and selected feature
numbers after the Granger test. For simplicity, we only list the
Ft groups that improve forecasting. Table IV lists the detailed
features within each Ft group.

TABLE III
FORECASTING ERRORS WHEN ADDING Ft INTO BENCHMARK MODEL

Ft Groups #Selected Ft rmse(MW) mae(MW) smape(%)

Benchmark 0(0) 2800.77±4.84 2374.07±4.39 7.29±0.01
WFT 32(456) 2702.23±4.95 2283.52±4.24 6.98±0.01
WFD 25(329) 2760.65±6.85 2342.98±6.16 7.14±0.02
WFB 10(550) 2751.40±4.38 2330.54±3.95 7.16±0.01
SEB 1(18) 2788.45±4.61 2360.75±4.33 7.26±0.01
T DB 2(69) 2747.51±5.60 2323.50±5.36 7.12±0.02
GWEB 3(100) 2749.97±2.31 2327.66±2.43 7.16±0.01

(i) # is the counting numbers.
(ii) The subscripts inside Ft Groups are text types T, D, and B.
(iii) In #Selected Ft, (#) out of # features are selected.

The results in Table III show that six groups of Ft improve
the benchmark. WF in T, D, and B reduces forecasting errors,
especially in T. In addition, SE , T D and GWE from B are
better than those in T and D. The features in Table IV cover
more information. Regarding the WF , it includes the name
of a famous tennis player (Andy Murray), countries and cities
in Europe (Ireland, Glasgow, Paris, Spain, Scotland, Wales),
politics (elections, MPs-Members of Parliament, leaders), and
COVID-19 (coronavirus, pandemic). In SE , the minimum
subjectivity value is more influential and can be understood as
the lower bound of the personal opinion contained in the daily
news. T D includes content about politics related to Northern
Ireland and coronavirus. GWE are about weapons, transporta-
tion, and military issues. In conclusion, the impact of social
aspects on load demand should be addressed, especially news
concerning hot issues, political dynamics, global disasters, and
geopolitical conflicts.



Fig. 3. Day of week averaged error box plots for the ExtraTrees and ENTSO-E method. Left: averaged rmse(MW); middle: averaged mae(MW); right:
averaged smape(%). The labels on the x-axis are the days of the week, and those on the y-axis are metric values.

TABLE IV
TEXTUAL FEATURES DESCRIPTION

Ft Groups Features
WFT Andy, Murray, newspaper, headlines, rules, Ireland, year,

NHS, staff, Glasgow, family, home, European, mark,
updates, Paris, say, elections, premier, hit, bomb, second,
funeral, talks, Spain, budget, driver, care, sorry, Scotland,
job, coronavirus

WFD following, around, Ireland, MPs, least, away, reach,
schools, wife, shows, weeks, help, figures, days, lead,
Wales, security, hit, outside, Scotland, Monday, leaders,
restrictions, pandemic, coronavirus

WFB coming, power, city, inside, job, ahead, social, strong,
return, war

SEB Minimum subjectivity value
T DB Topic-5 (Politics related to Northern Ireland): Ireland,

Northern, Irish, Belfast, DUP, Foster, republic, border,
Sinn, Neill
Topic-18 (Coronavirus): covid, coronavirus, pandemic,
cummings, Downing, street, question, adviser, Johnson,
questions

GWEB Dim-9 (Weapons): Hossein, warhead, Gangnam,
interceptor, missiles, bomb, enriched, clerical, Quds,
Ballistic
Dim-51 (Transportation): Persia, Ibn, Arriva,
Transpennine, Merseyrail, fax, Mesopotamia, BBBofC,
Crosscountry, Daren
Dim-69 (Military): ang, corps, Muhammadu,
commandant, army, commander, graduated, ante, military,
Buhari

2) Feature combination: Different Ft group combinations
are tested in this subsection to improve the performance fur-
ther, including M0 := WFT , M1 := WFT+WFD+WFB ,
M2 := WFT + SEB , M3 := WFT + T DB , M4 :=
WFT + GWEB , M5 := WFT + SEB + T DB , M6 :=
WFT + SEB + GWEB , M7 := WFT + T DB + GWEB ,
M8 := WFT + SEB + T DB + GWEB .

Figure 4 plots the results and illustrates that the forecasting
errors increase when combining WFD and WFB with WFT ,
which demonstrates that WFT is sufficient for forecasting in
terms of WF . M2 shows the addition of SEB can reduce
forecasting errors. GWEB in M4 reduce the error spread in
the box plot. M6, obtained from SEB and GWEB , combines
the advantages of both and has the best performance, and is
therefore used for further analysis.

3) Error analysis and DM-test: Errors are analyzed accord-
ing to different hours by the model M6, and the results are

shown in Figure 5. The performance improvement is generally
more remarkable in the early morning and evening, usually
characterized by much larger ramps in demand.

The Diebold-Mariano (DM) test is applied to the forecasts
across models to statistically evaluate the model difference.
The null hypothesis H0 is that the two models are not signifi-
cantly different. Given the one-sided situation, the alternative
hypothesis is that one model is better than the other. With a
p-value of less than 0.05, we can infer a significantly better
model. We took four models for the DM-test: the ETR D,
benchmark D + C + T in Table II, M0 and M6 shown in
Figure 4.

Table V shows the p-values of the DM-test for the four
models. The bold p-values are less than 0.05, for which we
reject the null hypothesis and select the model in the column,
which is better than the one in the row. For example, when
comparing the model D + C + T and M0, the p-value is
0.0404 and less than 0.05. Therefore, we establish that there
is a statistically significant difference between the forecasting
accuracy of model M0 and D + C + T , and that M0 is
superior to D + C + T .

TABLE V
P-VALUES OF DM-TEST RESULTS

D D + C + T M0 M6

D 1.0000 0.0000** 0.0000** 0.0000**
D + C + T 0.9999 1.0000 0.0404* 0.0181*
M0 0.9999 0.9596 1.0000 0.0322*
M6 0.9999 0.9818 0.9678 1.0000

* for 0.01 < p < 0.05, and ** for 0 < p ≤ 0.01

4) Results on short-term forecasting: In practice, short-
term demand forecasting (a few hours ahead), is important
in electricity grid operations, market trading strategies, and
energy storage system management [45]. This subsection
evaluates and compares the short-term forecasting of the
ENTSO-E method, benchmark ETR, and the model M6. We
considered the first two hours of the day-ahead forecasting:
midnight and 1 a.m. In the next step, the error metrics were
calculated for those two hours each day and averaged over the
whole test set, as shown in Table VI.

Table VI illustrates that the short-term forecasting errors
from all the mentioned methods are lower than those of day-



Fig. 4. Errors box plots for feature combination. Left: errors for rmse(MW); middle: errors for mae(MW); right: errors for smape(%).

Fig. 5. rmse, mae, and smape for different hours. The dashed and solid
lines show forecasting without and with textual features.

TABLE VI
SHORT-TERM FORECASTING RESULTS COMPARISON

Models rmse(MW) mae(MW) smape(%)
ENTSO-E 2484.74 2423.56 9.27
ETR 1892.49 1844.55 6.99
M6 1841.04 1793.21 6.78

ahead forecasting. M6 improves ETR by around 3%, showing
that the news textual features from the previous day can
enhance short-term day-ahead forecasting.

C. Textual feature variation and sensitivity analysis

This subsection provides a sensitivity analysis for the pro-
cess of extracting textual features from the news, considering
the news amount and word embedding methods.

1) Variation in the amount of news: Previous experiments
considered all of the BBC news available, without a pre-
selection of contents. For example in [15], only news related
to specific futures was used in oil/gas/gold price forecasting.
The selected text often relates to the forecasting target, and
the training time is reduced due to a smaller amount of text.
Thus, the trade-off between retaining more information and
reducing training time is worth studying. In the following, we
show how news volumes impact forecast precision, and how
the news bodies are selected to simplify the process.

Besides the news text, the BBC website also provides the
sections of the current news. We selected the top 10 sections
with the most news, then searched and saved news with the

root ‘electric-’, and created an electricity-related section. All
of the information can be found in Table VII.

TABLE VII
STATISTIC INFORMATION OF THE SECTION NEWS

Section Name # news # days % news % days
UK 8386 1674 10.40 91.68
Business 6575 1517 8.15 83.08
UK Politics 5703 1532 7.07 83.90
Entertainment & Arts 3950 1538 4.90 84.23
US & Canada 3633 1442 4.50 78.97
Europe 2860 1359 3.55 74.42
London 2456 1217 3.05 66.65
Wales 2308 954 2.86 52.25
Health 2205 1161 2.73 63.58
Northern Ireland 1410 791 1.75 43.32
Electric 1771 1077 2.20 58.98

(i) # for the number of news or days.
(ii) % for the percentage of the section news count and days to the
total counts (80650) and days (1826).

All of the Ft groups were aggregated by the same section,
and then used in the demand forecasting task. Table VIII
illustrates the results for the Ft groups and compares the
benchmark, the model with text from all the sections, and
models with text from a single section. For simplicity, only
models that perform better than the benchmark are shown in
Table VIII. The bold results are the best within a certain Ft

group.
Table VIII, CF shows the sections Europe, Wales, and Elec-

tricity that pass the Granger test and improve the performance
against the benchmark, with a marginal improvement less
than 1%. WF from seven sections improve the benchmark,
although it is still preferable to consider all the sections.
Although SE from most of the sections pass the Granger test,
none of them can exceed the results from all of the sections.
T D from every section except Business perform better than
the benchmark. The topics from the Northern Ireland (NIE)
section perform better than the results from the news as a
whole. They can be summarized as Financial fraud (church,
money, Saudi, bank, fraud, data, security, cash, account,
cyber), Education (students, university, education, school,
college, results, exams, grades, teachers, pupils), Government
response to Covid-19 (Covid, coronavirus, pandemic, Cum-
mings, Downing, Street, question, adviser, Johnson, Hancock),
Vaccine (vaccine, cases, deaths, virus, health, England, hos-



TABLE VIII
FORECASTING ERRORS WITH THE Ft GROUPS FROM THE SECTIONAL

NEWS

Sections rmse(MW) mae(MW) smape(%)
Benchmark 2800.77±4.84 2374.07±4.39 7.29±0.01

CF
All sections 2798.81±4.85 2371.95±4.51 7.29±0.01
Europe 2783.59±6.27 2358.79±5.65 7.25±0.02
Wales 2785.54±4.58 2355.72±3.78 7.24±0.01
Electricity 2784.48±7.48 2360.13±6.95 7.25±0.02

WF

All sections 2751.40±4.38 2330.54±3.95 7.16±0.01
UK Politics 2795.15±5.47 2367.73±5.59 7.28±0.02
Europe 2794.51±4.42 2367.70±4.41 7.25±0.01
Entertainment 2794.44±4.56 2371.37±4.11 7.29±0.01
US&Canada 2779.29±4.20 2354.78±4.01 7.24±0.01
Wales 2769.10±8.14 2346.03±7.26 7.17±0.02
London 2781.53±4.34 2361.34±3.96 7.26±0.01
NIE 2772.37±6.14 2349.02±5.41 7.22±0.02

SE All sections 2788.45±4.61 2360.75±4.33 7.26±0.01

T D

All sections 2747.51±5.60 2323.50±5.36 7.12±0.02
UK 2780.51±3.55 2357.19±3.02 7.24±0.01
UK Politics 2770.32±5.34 2346.37±5.22 7.21±0.01
Europe 2790.55±5.41 2367.26±5.24 7.26±0.02
Entertainment 2781.41±6.23 2358.11±6.05 7.25±0.02
US&Canada 2764.20±3.82 2342.82±3.72 7.20±0.01
Wales 2789.82±2.92 2364.09±2.80 7.27±0.01
London 2782.26±4.24 2358.55±4.39 7.24±0.01
Health 2792.97±4.48 2365.44±4.37 7.28±0.01
NIE 2717.55±4.87 2304.13±4.26 7.07±0.01
Electricity 2785.59±6.98 2360.42±6.23 7.26±0.02

GWE
All sections 2749.97±2.31 2327.66±2.43 7.16±0.01
Wales 2766.41±9.72 2339.72±9.11 8.03±0.03
London 2748.29±5.26 2320.73±4.18 7.97±0.01
Electricity 2771.60±10.11 2345.11±8.96 8.05±0.03

pital, vaccination, figures, care), and Immigration in Europe
(French, France, president, migrants, immigration, countries,
Europe, border, European, Paris). For GWE , although sections
Wales, London, and Electricity can improve the benchmark in
rmse and mae, they have a higher standard deviation than
the results from all the news.

In conclusion, the information embedded in all the news can
enhance forecasting, but news selected based on prior knowl-
edge may not be helpful. Using all the available news brings
more knowledge, is essential for discovering broader social
aspects impacting load, and provides more accurate results.
Despite the time spent training NLP models for all the news,
on the other side, projecting its use in an eventual application is
easily feasible with the current computing infrastructure. The
number of news items per day amounts to tens or hundreds,
and the textual features can be calculated based on the pre-
trained models.

2) Comparing different word-embedding methods: This
subsection compares GloVe word embedding with two popular
embedding methods: Word2Vec and Term Frequency-Inverse
Document Frequency (TF-IDF). Word2Vec can project the
words in a large corpus into a continuous vector space by
predicting the target word from the surrounding words or pre-
dicting the surrounding words from the target word in a context
window [46]. TF-IDF is a measurement used to quantify the
importance of the words in documents and identify rare words
but with higher frequency [47]. Term Frequency (TF) gives
higher weights to words that appear frequently in documents,
and Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) gives higher weights
to rare words that appear in specific documents. In general, TF-

IDF only captures the importance of words in the document
without semantic relationships. Word2Vec considers semantic
relationships but is limited in the local view. Besides, GloVe
incorporates global semantic relationships when training the
model and provides pre-trained word vectors that can be easily
used in different fields.

This paper utilized TfidfVectorizer in sklearn 1.0.2 for the
TF-IDF vectorizing, and Word2Vec in gensim 4.1.2 for the
Word2Vec vectorizing. In Word2Vec, we set the dimension
of the word vectors at 100, in line with that of GloVe. In
TF-IDF, the threshold is set to 5e-4, which saves those words
with a TF-IDF value higher than the threshold, and 91 features
are retained. Table IX presents the forecasting results of the
benchmark and GloVe from Table III, adding the Word2Vec
and TF-IDF on the news bodies.

TABLE IX
FORECASTING ERRORS OF DIFFERENT EMBEDDINGS

Embeddings #Selected Ft rmse(MW) mae(MW) smape(%)

Benchmark 0(0) 2800.77±4.84 2374.07±4.39 7.29±0.01
GloVe 3(100) 2749.97±2.31 2327.66±2.43 7.16±0.01
Word2Vec 6(100) 2774.48±6.48 2350.42±6.08 7.22±0.02
TF-IDF 5(91) 2752.49±5.96 2336.62±5.79 7.13±0.02

In Table IX, adding information from each of the three
embeddings improves the benchmark model, with the best-
performing one being the GloVe on the rmse and mae, and
TF-IDF embedding outperforming the GloVe on smape.

D. Application to NIE demand
This subsection explores the case of NIE and provides a

regional view. The NIE demand dataset was collected in the
ENTSO-E Transparency Platform, and the text dataset was
still BBC news. We used ETR as the main model frame
and evaluated the performance by adding different groups
of textual features. The model with demand lags, calendar
features, and temperatures from Belfast, the capital and largest
city of NIE, served as the benchmark for this case.

The marks of the three text types (T, D, B) and five
Ft groups in Section III-B1 are kept here. All of the text
features have been filtered by the Granger test again, with the
target variable replaced by NIE demand. The Ft groups were
trained separately, and the results are illustrated in Table X.
To simplify, Table X only contains those results that are better
than the benchmark and best in T, D, and B.

TABLE X
FORECASTING ERRORS WHEN ADDING Ft INTO BENCHMARK MODEL FOR

NIE

Ft Groups #Selected Ft rmse(MW) mae(MW) smape(%)

Benchmark 0(0) 85.86±0.19 70.52±0.17 8.15±0.02
CFD 2(27) 78.95±0.14 64.71±0.12 7.51±0.02
WFT 23(456) 79.32±0.16 64.93±0.12 7.52±0.01
SEB 1(18) 78.84±0.16 64.64±0.16 7.49±0.02
T DD 5(100) 79.00±0.16 64.73±0.16 7.50±0.02
GWDD 3(100) 78.91±0.18 64.72±0.16 7.51±0.02

The results in Table X demonstrate that the selected textual
features enhance demand forecasting in NIE. This fact pro-



vides insights implying that national-level news still benefits
regional demand forecasting. In detail, the WFT and the SEB

improve forecasting both on national and regional levels. The
CFD, T DD, and GWED are also helpful for forecasting.
All of the textual feature groups listed in Table X improve
the benchmark by around 8% for all three metrics, while the
percentage in the national case is only around 2%.

The detailed features in each Ft group are presented in
Table XI. In CF , the number of news items from sections
Science&Environment and Wales is related to the load demand.
WF covers social events (fight, street, inquiry, delay), news
and media (updates, list), locations or football clubs (Spain,
Liverpool), and COVID-19 (pandemic, cases). In SE , the
standard deviation of polarity in the news body is influential,
and this feature measures the dispersion of the sentiment
polarity of all the news in a day. T D are military celebrations,
city development, crime and law enforcement, international
politics, and social environment according to the top words.
In GWE , the words with higher values are listed to represent
the latent meaning of the dimension. The selected dimensions
are related to international conflict, Middle Eastern culture,
and film arts.

TABLE XI
TEXTUAL FEATURES DESCRIPTION FOR NORTHERN IRELAND

Ft Group Features
CFD section Science&Environment, section Wales
WFT faces, list, fight, updates, level, street, captain, old,

George, car, shows, service, Spain, Liverpool, inquiry,
delay, race, search, general, weather, cases, spy,
pandemic

SEB Standard deviation of polarity in news body
T DD Topic-6 (Military celebrations): stage, tour, jab, army,

founder, squad, base, grace, Easter, oxygen
Topic-49 (City development): well, town, airport,
became, huge, Indian, rapper, Dominic, aircraft, process
Topic-54 (Crime): man, end, accused, arrested, murder,
police, charged, killing, January, suspicion
Topic-56 (International politics): faces, countries,
summit, shared, rest, drop, kill, Brazil, Florida, gay
Topic-69 (Social environment): prison, parts, cost, list,
clear, rates, looking, might, soon, interest

GWED Dim-12 (International conflict): amputated, bodies, truce,
OFSTED, abducted, Kashmir, Muslim, torn, cease,
ceasefire
Dim-52 (Middle Eastern culture): Netanyahu, Arabic,
Sheikh, Sharon, poem, shah, Egyptian, Begum, dollars,
billion
Dim-61 (Film arts): films, movies, memories,
photographs, pieces, film, stories, actors, tropical, artists

IV. DISCUSSION

The following subsections explain the relationships between
textual features and electricity load, from global, local, and
causality perspectives.

A. Global correlations

Table IV introduced all the textual features that benefit
forecasting. Due to a large number of words in WFT , we
only mention six of the top 3 with the strongest positive and
negative correlations overall. In addition, SEB , T DB , and

GWEB were included. Figure 6 illustrates the correlations over
hours on different seasons, weekdays, and weekends.

Generally, Figure 6 presents more obvious correlations in
spring, summer, and weekends. Except for seasons correla-
tions, driver-T shows a positive correlation with load at dawn
and in the early morning in autumn and winter. The correlation
is more pronounced for mps-D in spring and winter than in
other seasons. The three words with negative correlations are
all coronavirus-related. They show strong negative correlations
with load in the spring and summer, with decreasing correla-
tions in the subsequent seasons. The coronavirus-related Topic-
18 shows similar regularity. We also noticed that the peaks dif-
fer in spring (daytime) and summer (evening), where the grids
are darker. In addition, social sentiment (subject body min
had a higher correlation in winter. Among the GWE , only
Dim-51, train transportation in the UK, presents a positive
correlation with the load in spring and summer and is more
noticeable on weekends. This correlation is relatively strong
in the daytime in spring, and there is a peak from 19:00 to
22:00 in summer.

B. Local correlations

Figure 7 lists two days with the most negative (2021-02-
20) and positive (2021-01-22) coefficients of driver-T, for
example. Each subplot contains the textual features (y-axis)
and their coefficients (x-axis) from the LIME model. The word
frequencies of coronavirus-T, coronavirus-D, and pandemic-
D serve negative roles on both days. At the same time, the
coefficients of the other features vary, which is reasonable from
a local view.

C. Causality effects

1) Day-ahead forecasting: This part tests the causality
effects of all the textual features listed in Table IV. As
described in Section II-D2, τ > 0 indicates that the textual
feature will positively cause a change of load demand, and
vice versa. We calculated all the τs for each textual feature
on the 48 half-hours and retained those with p < 0.05, and
τ > 0.10, which are significant according to [48]. Table XII
illustrates all the load-positive and load-negative words from
T, D and B at different periods.

Table XII includes words with significant causality effects
in four periods. Similar to sentiment analysis, the words are
categorized into load-positive and load-negative to reflect how
the load responds to the changing word frequencies. The
load-positive words include famous tennis player, elections,
and the city names. The negative aspects are power and the
pandemic. The causality effects of the words are time-varying,
and the same word can have opposite effects. For example,
“pandemic” in the news description has a positive effect on
demand at midnight, but negatively impacts demand during
the rest of the day.

We then plotted all the τs for subject body min, Topic-5,
Topic-18, Dim-9, Dim-51, and Dim-69 at the 48 half-hours
as in Figure 8, which illustrates when and how they impact
load demand. Topic-5 (politics related to Northern Ireland)
and Dim-51 (Transportation) have positive causal effects on



Fig. 6. Pearson coefficients for textual features and load. The coloured grids with p < 0.05 stand for significant Pearson correlations, the blue ones correlate
positively with the feature and the load at given hour, and the red ones stand for the negative correlations.

Fig. 7. Feature coefficients from LIME model

demand in the early morning and afternoon, both in the very
short term. The subject body min, also the sentiment feature,
negatively impacts demand from morning to evening, with a
causality effect around 15% and aligned with human activity
hours. Dim-9 (weapon) has the causality effect higher than
20% from noon to late night.

2) Short-term forecasting: We then completed a more gran-
ular analysis of the short-term forecasting. We retrained the
causality model only at midnight and 1 a.m. for the forecasting
day, and kept the τs with p < 0.05. As the results only
concern two hours (four half-hours), we only include these
in Table XIII.

Only power-B, pandemic-D, and Topic-5 passed the causal-
ity test for the short-term forecasting. Power-B is related
to electricity energy, power, or capacity. It is reasonable
that these features would negatively impact short-term load
forecasting, as shown in Table XIII, and the causality effect τ
is around 10%. The pandemic information positively impacts
the electricity load in the second hour of the next day. News
concerning the politics of Northern Ireland can also positively
impact the load demand. Grid operators would benefit from
paying attention to this information when forecasting short-
term national load demand.



TABLE XII
WORDS WITH SIGNIFICANT CAUSALITY EFFECTS ON LOAD DEMAND

Time periods Load-positive words Load-negative words
0h-5h30 Andy-T, bomb-T,

days-D, elections-T,
pandemic-D, Paris-T,
year-T

ahead-B, hit-D,
power-B, second-T,
social-B

6h-11h30 Andy-T, bomb-T,
driver-T, elections-T,
headlines-T, Ireland-T,
lead-D, least-D,
outside-D, Paris-T,
reach-D, sorry-T

ahead-B, coming-B,
days-D, European-T,
figures-D, help-D,
job-B, pandemic-D,
return-B, social-B,
strong-B, Wales-D,
year-T

12h-17h30 coronavirus-D, hit-D,
hit-T, lead-D,
leaders-D, least-D,
premier-T

ahead-B, coronavirus-T,
days-D, European-T,
figures-D, pandemic-D,
return-B, social-B,
Wales-D, year-T

18h-23h30 Andy-T,driver-T,
elections-T,family-T,
headlines-T, hit-T,
lead-D,newspaper-T,
outside-D,Paris-T,
Scotland-D,sorry-T

ahead-B,coming-B,
figures-D,pandemic-D,
power-B,Scotland-T,
social-B,Wales-D

Fig. 8. Scatter plot for causality coefficients of the textual features

D. Considerations

The experiments in this study show that text information
significantly improves load demand forecasting. However,
there is still room for discussion about the textual features
in the Granger test, Pearson correlations, and the causality
effects. For instance, Dim-9 is summarized as weapons related
to tensions in the Middle East and the assumed consequences
on the oil market. It passed the Granger test, but with a
low negative correlation with demand, shown in Figure 6.
However, the results shown in Figure 8 identify a relatively
strong causality effect. Another example is Topic-18, the
COVID-19-related topic, which has a higher correlation but
cannot cause a change in demand. The third example is Dim-
69, the military-related dimension. Figure 6 does not show
that this correlates with demand, and there is no evidence that
it can cause demand. The three examples demonstrate that i)
the Granger test can be used as a feature selection technique
with low explainability of causality; ii) there is no clear link
between Pearson correlation and causality effect, and higher

TABLE XIII
P-VALUES AND CAUSALITY AFFECTS τ S FOR SHORT-TERM FORECASTING

Time power-B pandemic-D Topic-5
p-value τ p-value τ p-value τ

0h 0.0039** -0.1335 >0.05 0 0.0016** 0.1005
0h30 0.0122* -0.1076 >0.05 0 0.0026** 0.0876
1h 0.0162* -0.1004 0.0316* 0.1296 0.0056** 0.0793
1h30 0.0243* -0.1063 0.0134* 0.1662 0.0082** 0.0839

* for 0.01 < p < 0.05, and ** for 0 < p ≤ 0.01.

correlation does not mean a higher causality effect.
The work also has some limitations. Firstly, the BBC

website was the only text source, and although it features
around one million news items, it would still be worth adding
news from other sources. Secondly, the work was carried
out on national aggregated electric demand with a relatively
stable pattern. Therefore, day-ahead forecast errors are low,
and it is difficult to identify the effect of the additional textual
features. Thirdly, the paper contains the basic NLP methods for
extracting textual features. More advanced algorithms should
be considered.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper studied the link between unstructured textual
information in news and electricity demand in the UK. In
general, improvements of 4%, 11%, and 10% in RMSE, MAE,
and SMAPE are observed. The values should be considered
in light of the relatively smooth behavior of the national
aggregated load and its predictability. The best-performing
method is a feature combination model with word frequency
from news titles, sentiment scores, and GloVe word em-
beddings from news text bodies. These features identified
keywords relative to sports stars, the COVID-19 pandemic,
the minimum subjectivity of public sentiments, transportation,
and international conflicts. The experiments on short-term
and regional forecasting demonstrate the potential of textual
features.

The contributions listed in Section I are now specified. First,
we verified the possibility of extracting valuable information
from the news to improve demand forecasting. Table III shows
the improvements in the method when adding textual features.
In Figure 6, the correlation of textual features and load at
different hours, seasons, and day types can be observed.

The second contribution is the prediction chain integrating
textual information. i) Textual information in the news is
converted into numerical time series, including count features,
word frequencies, sentiment scores, topic distributions, and
word embeddings according to different NLP techniques. ii)
After the Granger test to remove spurious correlations, the rest
of the features are fed to an existing forecasting model with
known predictors such as demand lags, calendar information,
and temperature values. iii) The performance is compared,
and the inputs are analyzed to understand the mechanism
of the news impacting electricity load from global and local
relationships, and causality effects.

The third contribution is that we propose explanations
for the mechanism behind forecasting improvement. Our key
findings are: i) The effect of the COVID-19 pandemic appears



as keywords. This mechanism may be related to the reduced
demand due to lockdowns enforced in the years 2020-21,
causing obvious negative correlations. ii) News related to
Northern Irish politics impacts the electricity demand with a
symptom of more generic political instability that causes a
demand reduction. iii) It is assumed that international tension
in the oil-rich region may impact the economy and hence the
electric load.

This study, far from closing the subject, opens a new series
of questions for further research. Firstly, the consequences
of social sciences, economics, or energy policy findings are
potential elements that impact demand forecasting. Since some
social events have a more prolonged impact, it would be
preferable to replicate the study on longer horizons. Secondly,
the analysis should be conducted at a higher granularity
spatial node level, including the error improvement distribution
brought by additional features among all the nodes in the
system. Other methods for text analysis are worth trying, for
example, to test n-grams instead of single keywords, and to use
more complex deep networks. Moreover, social media should
be explored as additional data sources, including analysis of
the multilingual contents or tweets with geographical infor-
mation. Finally, probabilistic forecasting is another research
scenario to compare our proposed approach against other
metrics and challenges, such as extreme loads forecasting.
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